Mechanical control systems are a very important class of nonlinear control systems. They posses a rich mathematical structure which can be extremely important for the solution of various control problems. In this paper, we expand the applicability of design methodologies developed for mechanical control systems by locally rendering nonlinear control systems, mechanical by a proper choice of feedback. In particular, we characterize control systenis which can be trmisfornied to Hamiltonian control systems by a local feedback transformation.
Introduction
Mechanical control systems are clearly a very large class of nonlinear control systems. Their refined mathematical structure of mechanical control systems can be extremely useful and must be exploited in their control design. It is therefore very natural that a wealth of powerful design methodologies have been developed for mechanical systems. Examples include energv shaping methods [4, 2, 121, specialized controllability notions and tests [9, 51: motion planning and generation [7] > among many others. See also the monographs 111, 141 for several design techniques based on the related n e tion of passivity.
In this paper, we broaden the applicability of design took for mechanical control systems to other classes of nonlinear control systems by proper choice of feedback. h4ore specifically, we will solve the following eqilivalencc problem: Given a control system; detennine if at is possible to transform it to a Hamiltonian control system by a feedback tmnsfoimation. We recall that this has been After reviewing some notions of symplectic geometry, in Section 2, we introduce a notion of Hamiltonian control systems. In Section 3 we provide a simple test to determine if a given control system can be rendered Hamiltonian with respect to a given Hamiltonian. In Section 4, we determine sufficient and necessary conditions for the existence of any Hamiltonian and a feedback transformation rendering a control system Hamiltonian. It should be noted that the feedback trans formations are local in nature, and with respect to the canonical symplectic structure. These geometric conditions are then illustrated with an example. In Section 5 we present some topics for further research.
Hamiltonian Control Systems
Several different models of mechanical control system abound in the literature on control of mechanical control systems. We will adopt what we think to be one of the simplest such models: Hamiltonian control systems. To introduce it, we review some elementary notions of symplectic geometry 16, lo]. A symplectic form w on a smooth manifold AI is a two-form satisking the following properties: 
We now introduce the class of Hamiltonian control systems we will use in this paper:. 
or equivalently:
Proof: the feedback transformed system satisfies:
Assume that a such a feedback exists, then
which we rewrite as: 
A Geometric Solution
To develop a geometric solution we introduce the symplectic orthogonal of A, which we denote by A* and de6ne by:
Note that A* is locally of constant rank k virtue of nondegeneracy assumption and smoothness of w. l3y making use of Ay we c& reformulate condition (3.2) to a more useful form. If condition (3.2) is satisfied then dH -i x w = CL, aiiy,w and contracting this expression with any vector field in A-we have:
VZ E A- then by a change of coordinates, it is also Hamiltonian with respect to any other syrnplectic forni.
A n alternative Characterization
The conditions for the existence of a Hamiltonian and a feedback transformation given in Theorem 4.1 require the computation of several objects such as Aw, s: C, ?: ctc. However, some of these objects contain some which by the Cartan magic formula [l] becomes: and then determining A-as the annihilating distribution of span{iu,w, iy,w}. Distribution Aw k then given by the span of:
2. We now compute:
which by differentiation gives: These functions now allow to define the feedback transformation as ai(.) = -a;(z) and for @(s) we simply use the identity on U. The feedback transformed system is now of the form: revealing its Hamiltonian structure.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have addressed the problem of rendering a nonlinear control system Hamiltonian by a proper choice of feedback. We showed that the solution is given by the solution of a partial differential equation, and provided sufficient and necessary conditions for the local existence of solutions. These results enlarge the class of systems to which powerful control design methods developed for mechanical systems are applicable.
Many related problems remain open. When we cannot perform such a feedback transformation it may still be possible to extract a quotient (an abstraction, see for example [13, 151) or a subsystem that is mechanical. or that can be rendered mechanical by feedback. This would allow to synthesize controllers for part of the variables by making use of techniques developed for mechanical control systems. Another alternative is to perform a change of coordinates on the state space that would render the system Hamiltonian, possibly complemented by a feedback transformation.
